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MODULES
Sterling Vineyards Made 
With Organic Grapes

Section Urgency: Yellow - IMPORTANT - change s/b done b4 release, but 
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made, but not 
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Correction (Paula/Will/Groove only)

Awesome, adorable 
animation throughout!!

Overview Title of link at left on Brands page should be Sterling Made w-
Organic Grapes ; if this is too long, Sterling Organic Grapes? 
(Paula)

I really like the bright fresh 
colors used in this video -- it's a 
nice change! (Maire)

Visual text that starts with "Wine Spectator . . ." cuts off at top 
(Paula)

Visual text that starts with "Competitor's Wines . . ." apostrophe 
should be at end of word (plural possessive) "Competitors' Wines" 
(Paula)

Too emphatic when narrator says "because this is such a long 
name…".  Possible to just say "because this is a long name…" 
(PAT)

Groove - would we have to record new 
VO for this, or can "such a" be 
smoothly deleted? I don't think this is 
worth a VO redo. (Paula)

Can we take out the chemical animation in the wineglass shot? 
(PAT) The sulfite molecules are a little distracting to me.  At first I 
thought my computer was crashing -- is there a better way to bring 
this sulfite message across? (Maire)

Groove: please remove cute little 
sulfite images - sorry (Paula)

Vineyards

Winemaking VO from this section should be transferred to the People  section 
with b-roll as visuals, then lead in to interview videos (Paula)

Kristin and I discussed 8/7 (Paula)

Real short, combine with people. (PAT) same as above

Love the upbeat feel / music. 
Made me want to continue on 
in the module. (Lisa)
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People This section should be Winemaking/People  (Paula)

Seems long, editing could be a little tighter. (PAT) Paula sent new, edited transcript 8/6.

Please put a title for Malcolm when he is on the screen. (PAT) Please add visual text. (Paula)

The shot of the white bins in the vineyard does not seem very 
organic to me. (PAT)

I explained that they are bee bins, but 
he still wants them out, feeling most 
people wouldn't know that & they look 
industrial. Longer bee footage or some 
other idea? (Paula)

What do goats have to do with our story?  Is there a better way to 
show an appreciation for winemaking/vineyard practices of the past 
for use in today's world rather than showing a guy feeding goats 
leaves? (Maire)

I convinced them to keep this since it 
shows biodiversity, but please add 
visual text Naturally occuring 
biodiversity in our vineyards helps 
replenish the land.  (Paula)

Key Selling Points At the end "Next move onto Conclusion" restarts Key Selling Points 
(Sara)

This didn't happen for me, but perhaps 
check it in different environments? - 
Sara was using her Groove laptop 
(Paula)

On the #1 reference to growing consumers, I would add more about 
the fact that consumers are asking for Organic, and we are 
delivering under a great quality and trusted brand. (Lisa)

Add visual text: Consumers want 
Organic!  (Paula)

An FYI for next time:
In the future we should make 
sure whoever is on site is 
able to calm the winemaker 
down a little.  Malcolm is 
wringing his hands and his 
hand motions seem a little 
forced.  Since we tend to 
focus on print media when 
we media train our 
employees the director or 
DC&E person on site should 
do a quick refresher before 
hand on things to remember 
when you're on camera right 
before they shoot. (I have 
some tips that can help this 
person with coaching 
beforehand) (Maire)
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#3 needs some stronger points on why the wine is delicious, this 
should be one of the major points we highlight. (Lisa)

Add visual text: Organic farming 
allows true, lucious flavors to come 
through the grapes  (Paula)

#4 on the winemaking,  I feel we need to elaborate more on what 
style sets us apart from the current competitive set.  Are doing 
anything very different? (Lisa)

I've asked brand manager for more info 
- I don't have any (Paula)

Conclusion The conclusion shows two men examining wine -- one in the 
vineyard one in the lab.  Considering we're talking soo much about 
natural etc throughout the video we should probably pull out the lab 
guy. (Maire)

Lab shot appears as visual text The 
demand for high-quality standards  is 
on screen - sub with something else? 
(Paula)


